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We would like to thank each and every person who took the time to send in a submission to the Poem 
in Your Pocket contest and trusted us to read their work. We feel honoured to have read so many fine 
examples of poetry from across Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands. It was an extremely tough 
decision for the committee to select just 15 winners, but we hope you enjoy our final selection of 
poems and feel encouraged to share and seek out more poetry in your life!
 
We respectfully acknowledge that this booklet was compiled and produced while situated on the 
traditional and unceded territory of the Coast Salish peoples, specifically the Snuneymuxw First 
Nation, whose relationship with the land continues to this day.



Daybreak, Tofino

The sand is of doeskin, the mizzle is bright
for the sun is a lamp above sleepwalking mist,
and the land intermingles with dimness—the night
still lingers, asleep on the rainforest’s chest,
 but is slipping away
 in a luminous gray
from the hills and the headlands that hammock the bay
 as its forehead is kissed
  by the light.

Each wave is an indigo ripple on slate 
which advances, glissando, a wraith from a wall
of nothingness, makes the expanse undulate
like the wandering remnant of some perfect squall,
 then swells to a ledge
 which is stropped to an edge
by the whet of the wind, and collapses to sledge
 up the foreshore with all
  of its freight.

In frothing white crescents they scallop the strand
with dazzling magnesium fire in the haar
and flare through the sea fog until they have fanned
themselves out, then they ebb away leaving no scar
 as the veils of gray clear
 and the capes reappear
and, a ghost in the background, the form of a deer
 manifests on the far 
  doeskin sand.

    —John Beaton (Qualicum Beach)

Previously published in Eyes on BC (November, 2016) and in Leaving Camustianavaig  (Word Galaxy Press, 2021).
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The Lady in the White Hat

I saw you again today at the foot of Wakesiah Avenue.  
I’m inside my car again, shielded from your story.  

You come out with the sun; 

white hat catching the corner of my eye, 
dark sunglasses shield the sun’s luminosity,  

blue bodied bones cloaked in an 
ancient pocketed smock.

You stop in the street’s crook, 
skeletal arms embrace a guy- wire. 

You pick your way along the sidewalk;
old bones made new by Bowen Park’s chlorophyll kiss.

Where are your people—
are you traveling to them now?

    —Jannine Grant (Nanaimo)

First version published in the chapbook, Fantasy Island (2019), and online at  
https://viurrspace.ca/handle/10613/12759
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The Produce Aisle in January 

I am in search of a bell pepper
linger to browse
Arugula from Arizona
mangoes two for five dollars from Peru.
Summer trucked 
from afar.

A woman picks an orange
from a ball pit of colour piled high.
Breathes it in.

She is only as tall as my chin
in a buttoned coat and black gloves.
Steely curls poke from a wool hat.
Not a toque, the old-fashioned kind 
ladies used to wear.

There are grapes next to the oranges.
Can you read the sign she asks me
how much are these?
Six ninety-nine a pound I say
Product of Chile.

I remember a bus ride outside of Santiago
passing pine forests and slopes of grape vines
and further north
olive groves at the edge of the Atacama Desert.
The pride in the server’s eyes as she set down the bowl
poured the wine
better than Spain, she said.

The woman beside me has a fist full of grapes
crams them in her mouth
closes her eyes as she chews
reaches for another handful.

I stay for a few moments
move to block the view of the produce clerk stacking onions
then pick my pepper.
I will chop it later, add spice
taste sunshine.
 
    —DK Eve (Sooke)
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Wishes            
  for Mia

I wish I’d met you before.  I wish we’d met in the sandbox during recess, that I shared my Astro Pop.  
You gave me the extra candy stick in your Lik-M-Aid and let me hold Harvey, your pet stuffed bunny, 
whose moniker you would not choose until many years later 

when we share our teenage couch and I profess my admiration of Jimmy Stewart, regale you with 
my impression of him, and upon discovering you’ve never seen “Harvey” insist we immediately find 
a copy on VHS to bring back home 

to our first house, because child # 2 is on its way, not to mention all the dogs, and the apartment is 
beautiful and all… but it’s high time we 

drive the RV coast to coast, and hold each other’s withered hands — first on one shore, as the sun 
erupts into being — then the other, the Pacific, home, where it all started, where it all ends 

as the sun slips into the sea, and we hear the forever cry of the seabirds.

    —Luke Salazar (Duncan)
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The Doe in Winter

When the snow
had been on the ground for a week,
the black tailed doe came to the back door,
pleading eyes polished by the cold, 
head held low.

Every flower turns its face to the
same light that warms me.
Every mortal creature shares my fate.
The winter apples I gave the starving doe
were a gift unto myself,
the print of her hoof leaving
the shape of my heart in the snow.

    —Marlene Dean (Nanaimo)

“The Doe in Winter” won honourable mention in the Rhode Island Origami Poets contest and was published in their 
anthology,  Best of 2020.
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angles of night

my sister marks anniversaries 
in lights, 
hauls out yesterday
 you on a boat
 you with her first child

i trip on reminders
shoes left lying mid-floor
 (how you cursed them) 

someone catches a fish
and i am at your knee
 the flash of a knife
 your brown hands
 silver scales tumbling
 into the sea
like years

once I wrapped your favourite shell
waited eyes at table height
for you to open the gift
 while my seedling self
 begged you to live forever
 keep me from the sudden 
 gulp of shadows

on the back stairs
we watched lightning
hurl night against the wall
break it to shards
 —light always triumphs
 you said

but when the moon doesn’t rise
and the prism’s gaze shifts
you hide in the angles of night 
dead again

 and i clutch blackness
 grope through pockets of lint
 crumpled receipts, coins
 —find white pebbles
 of memory pelt them
 against the wall          
    

    —Joanna Streetly (Tofino)
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In an Hour of Walking, What Really Counts

 The electric zing
 of an unseen single 
 hummingbird.

 Thirty-six swamp lanterns
 mostly erect
 in the muck of the ditch.

 Two brazen blue. 
 The fly-by laughing Steller’s jay
 and its rasping mate in the cedar tree.

 More than one hundred
 aerodynamic seeds
 of nectar for the bees
 in one perfect puffy orb.

 A gigantic number 7. Countless geese
 gliding across the corona of an opal sky
 breathing in rainbows as they fly. 

    —Janis McDougall (Tofino)

Previously published online at http://tofinopoetlaureate.ca/national-poetry-month-earthday-post/
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desktop’s observations 

Watch her squinting eyes scan back and forth and back, pacing 
24-inch HD paddock. Words, words, words, countless blades of grass
windows upon windows, to forage and browse.

Weeks, months, years pass
rigid, ergonomic, in corner office with bedroom backdrop. 
Stiffness spreads in shoulders, wrists, neck, hands, 
and fingers – second-in-command. Militant, they click, tap, drag, drop
thought formations, block by block, bootcamps to edit
memos, decks, correspondence, before reply-all – sent.

She takes deep breaths – releases – uneven 
applies dark lipstick (how uncharacteristic) 
appearances for thumbnails of faces who pop in, pop out, 
from their sprawl of places. 
Their meandering conversations, she works to straighten, hasten,
sometimes leans forward, voice impassioned, looks 
earnest, in the camera, imagines 
I’m a person. 

She steps away, noon, but I know that in the kitchen
the mind machine is processing, running coping programs.
Eggs cook in butter on the stove, coffee drip-drip-drips reassurance.

It’s a short break, then, I’m awoken. Another shift,
morning, afternoon, evening, weekend.

     —Natahsa Overduin (Nanaimo)
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Prince George Coffee Shop

He slurps his black coffee
and stares, deep lines etched
around basset-hound mouth
hands, calloused and dirty
have punched brick, held babies
fished in pockets for matches,
pulled crab traps, swigged whisky, 
deboned salmon, swung bats, 
stroked and fed animals
and strangled that girl 
on Hwy 16,
ten years and three months ago—
the one nobody 
is looking for anymore

    —Kelly B. Madden (Comox Valley)

Different versions of this poem were previously published in Island Writer Magazine (Winter, 2016, 14.2) and by League 
of Canadian Poets in Poetry Pause, August 19, 2020 at
https://poets.ca/2020/08/19/kelly-b-madden/
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A Beautiful Thing to Say

Sometimes, when I’m outside to bring in
the garbage bins or call for the cat, I’ll see
my neighbor walking her Chihuahua.

We comment on the sun, praise be,
or lack of it, and sometimes she’ll ask me:
What are you going to do today?

One day, I’m going to say I’m going out
on my boat though I don’t have a boat,
because it’s such a beautiful thing to say.

My friend Jane and her partner sail to Ruxton.
Instead of sailing, my boat would be anchored
at the shore where I would go to be by myself.

Just this morning, I walked along the shore
at low tide, added my footprints to the tiny ones
etched in the sand at Pipers Lagoon, rounded the hill

of Garry Oak, sat down on a rock outside an old cabin
on Shack Island. Took out my notebook and pen,
could see myself on a bench in the bow of my boat,

a few belongings in small cupboards, wild lupine
in a jam jar on the table, water lapping against the hull,
a gentle rocking. Cormorants drying their wings.

    
    —Mary Ann Moore (Nanaimo)

An  excerpt of this poem will appear in an essay forthcoming in Freefall magazine (April 2021).
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A Tailor Visits Englishman River 

The river rocks tat
edges of ice blue sateen
with Venetian frills.
Stones hold down the selvages.
Pins would leave perforations.

    —Carol L. MacKay (Qualicum Beach)
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Handmade Binoculars 

curling his small hands into circles 
he places them in front of his brown eyes
thumbs touching 

knees rest on the low windowsill
inches from a dead bee
laid to rest in cobwebs

life outside 
is busy today 
he scans from side to side 

the binoculars pass up to me 
crouched
I look through 

a crow and seagull 
share the telephone wire
in conversation about the weather 

a stray dog 
circles the heels of a cow
taunting her 

a path of colours 
connect land to sky  
the same arc 

he drew that morning 
above a square and triangle 
home to mom, dad and baby brother 

it’s the rainbow 
he wanted me to see    
as his hands drop away from my eyes

    —Heather Hendry (Tofino)
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The Split-Level Fish (A Cento) 

Fats’ fish folded white words in dead ink,
Where no fish can cry, cry, cry!
It looks like the end of a snuff film to me:
That’s right: fish snuff – die fish, die!
I squish live fish – a flippy, flappy fish, down by the bathroom…
O Flying, Flying Fish, please flutter by my door:
Yes you can drink my lies if you can read my eyes.
The catfish is a dancing man,
But he can’t can-can like the sardine can.
He swims and swims, it’s all a lark,
’Till all at once he sees a shark…
Strained crescendos, grotesquely overemoted by fish!
Arriving in London was rather like being hit in the face with a limp fish:
Take the dish-cover up! Un-dish-cover the fish or discover the riddle?
I lie in dream blood, stabs soak the bed,
I come from death-lust down through the ages,
We keep our company starved in cages,
And we also had an imaginary magazine called the split-level fish – called,
The level-split fish, the fish-split level, the fish-level split,
Split the level fish, level the split fish, fish the split level,
Split level fish thee, level split fish thee, level split thee fish, split fish level thee – 
Neither of us had lost the art of playing like children, 
And we were not afraid to make utter idiots of ourselves.

    —Elizabeth Hann (Gabriola Island)

Note: A Cento is a poetical work wholly composed of passages taken from other authors disposed in a new form or order
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From a window

A slow and formal dance, the way the line
of mountains steps forward on the sea, then back
to the beat of changing light.

There is some kind of heaven behind them,
or magic, casting silver to the sky though the sun
is a sunken island.

Still, the trees shift quietly, uncertain
of their place and night follows fitfully
on the song of rain.

There is nothing to hear, this music plays only
for eyes.  Trees quarrel over green, the sea
is slate and the mountains fade.

    —Hugh Anderson (Nanaimo)
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Lock Bay Elegy

three in the morning, a hard
October gale blowing through the Strait,
and the tourists—the pleasure boaters,
the sporties—are all tucked safely
in some breakwater’s lee, clearing
a path for the working water, this coast’s
arterial blood—log barges, freighters, 
 fish boats and their packers.

standing in the lee of Orlebar Point
beside a boomstick washed up
on the beach at Lock Bay, i watch 
navigation lights emerge behind Entrance Island, 
feel the throbbing of a tug’s diesels
in the stirrups of my ears as it hauls
southeast towards Vancouver harbour’s 
 permanent false dawn. 

a sea lion barks nearby, so close
i can almost taste its stench
and once more i am twenty-one, drunk
with the smells, the sounds, the sights,
and the stories of a world
 utterly new to me. 

a world where high lead whistles summon
logs the size of small houses
up sidehills that only a mountain goat
would tackle unpaid, a world
where wildcat strikes and blacklists, 
violent death and crippling injury 
are not just the stuff of folksong 
but threads in the weave
 of everyday life. 

the running lights begin to dim,
the diesels fade. i turn back
along the footpath towards home, to light
a morning fire from wood we felled, bucked,
hauled uphill in the wheelbarrow, and split
ourselves; wood from the five acres
where we’ve fled hoping
that some trace of that vanished
world of our youth still lingers
here, on one of the islands
 that gave it birth.

     —M. C. Warrior (Gabriola Island)

Slightly different versions of this poem have appeared in Disappearing Minglewood Blues (Mother Tongue Publishing, 
2020) and the anthology Love of the Salish Sea Islands (Mona Fertig, ed., 2019).
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Mary Ann Moore is a poet, writer and writing mentor who lives in Nanaimo on the traditional lands of the 
Snuneymuxw First Nation. Her poetry has been published in many journals, anthologies, and a full-length 
book, Fishing for Mermaids (Leaf Press, 2014). Visit Mary Ann’s website at www.maryannmoore.ca.

Kelly B. Madden writes fiction, poetry and children’s stories. Her work has appeared in anthologies, Island 
Writer’s Magazine, Reckoning 2 & 4, and elsewhere. Her first poetry collection, If I’d Known, will be released in 
early summer, 2021.

Natasha Overduin is a sister, friend, writer, thinker, and facilitator. She recently began calling herself a poet. 
She lives in Nanaimo with her partner Zeb and their pets Clover and Kitty.

Janis McDougall is a poet, crafter, community choir member, lifelong library user, retired educator, and 
mother living in Tofino. Nature has long been her muse. Her words have been handwritten on stones, and 
published in local newspapers/magazines (The Sound, The Westerly, and Tofino Time); anthologies (Salt in Our 
Blood, Crowlogue, and Writing the West Coast); and We’Moon datebooks.

Joanna Streetly’s work is published in Best Canadian Essays 2017 and in anthologies, magazines and literary 
journals. Her most recent book, Wild Fierce Life: Dangerous Moments on the Outer Coast, is a BC Bestseller 
published by Caitlin Press. She has been short-listed for the FBCW Literary Writes Poetry Contest, and the 
Canada Writes Creative Non-fiction Prize.

Marlene Dean’s poetry won an honourable mention in the Origami Poets Best of 2020 contest and she was 
a runner up in the Alexandria Quarterly’s End of Summer Poetry contest.  Her poetry has been published in 
literary journals, and has been widely anthologized in Canada and the United States.

Luke Salazar has been an editor, college instructor, auto repossessor, database programmer, semi-truck 
driver, and private investigator (never all at once, though). He holds an MFA in Poetry and has appeared in 
many publications including Chiron Review, Ambit, and Pearl. He currently lives on Vancouver Island with his 
lovely wife Mia and adorable daughter Zoe.

DK Eve draws on Vancouver Island’s characters and settings in poetry and short prose published in seven 
anthologies for the Sooke Writers’ Collective, Art & Word (Sooke Arts Council, 2018), and emerge20 – The 
Writers Studio Anthology (Simon Fraser University, 2020). Her home in Sooke is a haven for hummingbirds, 
deer, Max the cat, Bonnie the dog, and two humans.

Jannine Grant completed a BA in English and Creative Writing from Vancouver Island University in 2021. Her 
publications include “Dear Mr. Christianson” in The Navigator; a poetry chapbook, Fantasy Island, published 
in VIUSpace; a four-page script, Ministry, in Portal Magazine (2020); and a poem “Pandemic Day in Your 
Neighbourhood” in Alone but Not Alone: Poetry in Isolation (VIRL).  Her writing and publications can be read 
here: https://janninegrant.wordpress.com/

John Beaton’s poetry has been widely published and has won leading awards. He wrote a monthly poetry 
page for Eyes on BC magazine and is a poet member of the band Celtic Chaos. A retired actuary, he was raised 
in the Scottish Highlands and lives in Qualicum Beach. His new book, Leaving Camustianavaig, is currently 
being released by Word Galaxy Press. 
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M.C. Warrior is a writer living on Gabriola Island. He worked for some 35 years at the sharp end of 
production in B.C., as a logger, a commercial fisherman, and a construction labourer. Reviews of his work 
have appeared in BC Studies, The Vancouver Sun, The Ormsby Review, and subTerrain.

After 50 years trying to put the world into words,  
Hugh Anderson is finding it hard to put a mark on paper.  Still, he can see mountains and ocean from 
his window, so he tries. Recently published in Vallum, 3Elements and Cold Mountain Review, he has been 
nominated twice for the Pushcart Prize.  His work can also be found in 150 x 39.

Elizabeth Hann is a poet and prose-writer currently living on Gabriola Island, BC. She graduated from 
Kwantlen Polytechnic University in 2018, with a Bachelor of Arts degree in English Literature and a minor in 
Creative Writing. “The Split-Level Fish” is her first published poem. 

Heather Hendry is a primary school teacher and new poet. She lives in Tofino, BC on the unceded traditional 
territory of the Tla-o-qui-aht First Nation. She shares her passion for writing through her creative writing club 
at Wickaninnish Community School. Find Heather on Instagram @heatherhendry.  

Carol L. MacKay’s recent poetry appearances include the 2020 Poem in Your Pocket Day brochure and 
postcard project from the League of Canadian Poets, and Sheri-D Wilson’s Frontenac House anthology, 
YYC Pop: Portraits of People. Also in 2020, her poetry was published in Prairie Journal (Issue #75) and in the 
anthologies, Alone but Not Alone (VIRL) and Life of Pie (Rolling Pins Press). Carol lives in Qualicum Beach.
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